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There is one clear direction data management has been going in
as of late—to the cloud. The recent COVID crisis pushed many
enterprise data operations into the cloud by necessity. This means
not just placing a database, data warehouse, or data lake in the
cloud, but a reorienting of data architecture to accommodate a
diverse data environment.
A majority of data managers, 59%, are now using public
cloud services to support their data environments, according to
a survey of DBTA readers conducted by Unisphere Research, a
Division of Information Today, Inc. More specifically, 55% are
employing private cloud platforms, and 36% are hybrid users.
The number of hybrid cloud sites is expected to increase to 53%
in the next 3 years. Thirty-one percent consider moving to the
cloud to be a top strategy for reducing time and money spent on
ongoing database management activities. More specifically, 24%
are employing infrastructure-as-a-service, 25% are employing
platform-as-a-service, and 22% are employing database-as-a-service. In a separate Unisphere survey, 53% said they are deploying
cloud solutions as part of their digital transformation initiatives.
What’s behind the drive to cloud data infrastructure? Data is
moving faster than ever, and businesses see data as a competitive
advantage. The Unisphere survey found that 42% now work with
streaming data, 36% are connecting to IoT networks, and 19%
are engaging 5G. In addition, at least 44% are concerned their
data infrastructures, as they stand, may buckle under the weight
of all this traffic.
Enterprises need greater speed, agility, and insight to navigate
today’s rapidly changing business environment. For many enterB IG DATA QU A RTERLY | S PRIN G 2022

prises, this involves a multitude of issues spanning governance
and security, integration, performance, and management and
monitoring. The old rules—and architectural approaches—
built around traditional data warehouses and relational databases
no longer are suitable for today’s pace of business. To compete in
a fast-moving economy, enterprises and their end users demand
insights based on the latest available information drawn from
resources across the enterprise. At the same time, data lakes, which
serve as repositories for all forms of data, available on demand,
need to enable the use of information within context. The challenge for data managers is delivering insights right to the user’s
desktop or device as the data is created and integrated.
Data managers have an array of choices as to the best places
to land their data and deliver business-critical information. There
is more complexity in today’s data environments, but a variety of choices as well when it comes to modern data platforms,
deployment models, and features. For all mission-critical data
functions—from analytics to customer transaction processing
to AI—there are approaches to maintaining and securing data
sources using data lakes, data warehouses, data lakehouses, and
data meshes. All can be resident within an on-site data center or
in a cloud platform.
The availability of cloud resources provides new options for
building and leveraging enterprise-scale data environments.
Support for hybrid and multi-cloud data warehousing is becoming
mainstream, edge analytics adoption is rising, and the demand for
real-time analytics capabilities is soaring. As more organizations
invest in data warehouse and data lake modernization, these areas

are also converging with concepts such as the “data lakehouse” and
the “data mesh.”
Understanding the distinctions between these platforms and
environments is critical to effectively leveraging data to compete in
today’s economy. At the same time, these platforms and environments have a lot in common. They are architectures that encompass various technology components that help capture data assets
and make them available for existing and new applications.

on a data lake. It offers the structure of a data warehouse with the
openness of a data lake and runs on a commodity infrastructure.
It helps reduce the complexities of managing a lake, especially if
that lake is logically separated from a resident data warehouse.
The lakehouse also facilitates easier connectivity to data analysis tools. This paves the way for more applications of data-driven
technologies, such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, and
real-time analytics.
The next evolution in data environments has just started and
CONSTELLATIONS OF PLATFORMS
will likely be embraced as businesses seek greater flexibility in their
Selecting an appropriate data environment depends on the ability to run on data analytics. Data meshes are highly decentraltype of data, its ultimate purpose to the enterprise, and the type ized, self-service architectures in which datasets are managed or
of platform that will support growth and accessibility. Often, controlled by business units across enterprises. With this decenwithin a single organization, there may be a need for combinations tralization there are fewer issues with scalability or data storage, as
of environments, residing on both cloud and on-premise plat- well as more rapid queries.
forms. The availability of these options only broadens the posCloud platforms support all of these data environments and
sibilities for innovative data use cases that can be applied across enable a mixing or integration of the capabilities of each with a
departments and their users. The data architecture that deliv- minimum of additional investment. All these resources are now
ers value will likely be a fusion of these multiple environments, available on-premise as well as through the cloud. However, there
both on and off the cloud.
is no question that cloud is seen as the most
Data warehouses have come a long way since
effective approach to supporting today’s data
their original inception 3 decades ago. Beyond
environments. Cloud services are now supData lakehouses represent
specific solutions, data warehouses provide
porting the core of businesses, and data platan emerging approach to
an architecture built around a database—and,
forms and environments are no exception.
data management that
increasingly, open source tools and enablers. In
Clouds are no longer just for new appliaddition, there are solutions that allow users to combines the qualities of data cations. Organizations are exploring ways to
analyze and visualize the data coming out of
integrate more of their existing on-premise
warehouses and lakes and
the warehouse. Data warehouses are well-posi- addresses the need for tighter environments into cloud-based approaches.
tioned to support the next-generation applicaCloud-based data warehouses have become
integration between the two.
tions working their way into the enterprise, such
common fixtures across the enterprise landas AI and machine learning.
scape, ensuring that data managers have an
Data lakes support raw stores of data for
inexhaustible capacity to support their data
current and future applications. The data can take any shape and assets. Data lakes and data lakehouses have tended to be built and
form and may emanate from events or systems across the business maintained in clouds from Day One, and thus tend to be native
landscape. They are often the repository of choice for data scien- to such environments.
tists, enabling them to access a wide variety of information sources.
Ultimately, many enterprises will be working with constellaData lakes serve as a resource for applications for a wide range of tions of data platforms that address the varied requirements of
areas, from marketing to production. They have grown from the today’s businesses—whether it is simply to store customer data or
backwaters of data shops to an essential means of maintaining to enable real-time AI responses. The key is having complete data
enterprise data. Data lakes are also growing along with the chang- environments—containing data warehouses, lakes, lakehouses,
ing enterprise architecture, serving as repositories that support and meshes—running in sync.
new data environments.
This cloud-driven blurring of the lines between these four key
Moreover, data lakes have evolved from the underlying envi- data environments is accelerating and is expected to do so over the
ronments for solutions such as Hadoop to support broader ana- coming year. Vendors have been consolidating data warehouse and
lytical applications as well as other emerging business applica- lake environments, paving a natural path toward development of
tions. In the process, data lakes have also expanded their reach data lakehouses. Inevitably, data meshes will extend data lakehouse
to provide capabilities to a broader audience of users—from data capabilities beyond centralized locations, alleviating organizations
analysts and quants in their earliest incarnations to business of scalability and staffing requirements. Still, there will be a conusers today.
tinuing need for the tools, software, and expertise that ensure the
Data lakehouses represent an emerging approach to data man- most expedient and secure delivery of insights to business users
agement that combines the qualities of data warehouses and lakes and applications—data governance, data transformation, and data
and also addresses the need for tighter integration between the cataloging, for instance. These are all requirements that will remain
two. A data lake tends to be difficult to govern and may create in place even as more data infrastructure is cloud-borne.
issues with privacy and security mandates. A data lakehouse is an
abstraction layer that provides reporting, querying, and analysis
—Joe McKendrick
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The New World of Data Lakes, Data
Warehouses and Cloud Data Platforms
WHICH DATA PLATFORM IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
Data lakes. Data warehouses. Data mesh. Cloud data platforms.
When it comes to data analytics infrastructure, there are a
wealth of options for storing and querying information. New
technologies allow for more flexibility in cloud data management
and are democratizing data for use across the organization. By
stripping away data engineering complexity and lowering total
cost of infrastructure ownership and maintenance, more and more
organizations are unlocking the value of analytics at scale.
Even so, new terminology and overlapping functionality
within different cloud data platforms can make the landscape
difficult to navigate. Let’s dive into the latest approaches to
analytics at scale and demystify them, so you can determine
which is right for your organization.
FROM DATA WAREHOUSE TO DATA LAKE: A HISTORY
Let’s start with the foundational technologies many
organizations still use today (often in tandem with newer
innovations). To truly understand the differences between
data warehouses and data lakes, it’s important to look back
at these technologies’ histories. Data lakes themselves have
seen a variety of iterations over the last decade, as the cost of
cloud object storage made them more appealing options for
companies running on public cloud infrastructure. While both
technologies can be used for enterprise data storage, data lakes
don’t inherently include the same analytics features associated
with data warehouses. Instead, data lakes must be connected
downstream to tools that provide analytical capabilities.
By diving into the origins of the data warehouse, it’s
easier to see how data lakes transitioned similar fundamental
concepts to the cloud.
HISTORY OF THE DATA WAREHOUSE
The history of data warehouses actually traces back to the
1960s, when Charles W. Bachman developed the first Database
Management System (DBMS). A DBMS is used to manage and
manipulate data stored within a variety of databases (including
relational, hierarchical, flat file, and objects databases). Each of
these different types of databases store structured data that’s used
for different business purposes.
These technologies became more popular in the ‘60s and early
‘70s, as enterprises started using applications to process retail
payments, insurance claims, airline reservations, and many other
kinds of transactions. As a result, data was generated rapidly and
shared between computers and users, with hard disk storage and
DBMS technology underpinning the entire system. Computer
scientist Bill Inmon began defining and discussing the term “data
warehouse” in the 1970s.
In the 1980s, relational databases increased in popularity, along
with the Structured Query Language (SQL) used by relational
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database management systems (RDBMS). That’s when the first
data warehouse technology emerged, provided by notable vendors
like Teradata and Red Brick Systems. At the same time, personal
computing was taking off, as organizations started assigning
personal computers (PCs) to their employees. PCs demanded a
more decentralized way to access data on individual machines.
As computers and the internet became faster and more
prominent, and the sheer volume of data increased throughout
the 1990s and early 2000s, data warehouse adoption took off.
Enterprises significantly increased their investments in business
applications, which in turn increased the number of databases,
data models, and data sources. This drove the need for data
warehousing solutions that could extract data from transactional
or operational databases, transform it into a usable format, and
load it into business intelligence (BI) systems to support analytical
decision-making. Organizations were just beginning to see the
potential to leverage “big data” as a competitive advantage.
THE HADOOP ERA
Despite a surge of data growth in the early 2000s, enterprises
were still using separate databases for structured, unstructured,
and semi-structured data. As a result, data sources became
increasingly siloed. For many teams, the capabilities of data
warehouses couldn’t scale efficiently enough to create value from
the growing volumes of data generated by business applications,
as well as the networks and infrastructure on which they ran.
This led to the development of distributed big data processing
and the release of open source Apache Hadoop in 2006. Hadoop
promised to replace the enterprise data warehouse by letting
users process and store unstructured and multi-structured
datasets at scale, and run application workloads on clusters
of on-premises, commodity hardware. Commercial vendors
like Cloudera, Hortonworks, and MapR emerged to provide
enterprise support, management tooling, and professional
services around Hadoop’s open source core.
THE ADVENT & EVOLUTION OF DATA LAKES
The needs of companies with big data organizations and the
shortcomings of traditional solutions inspired James Dixon, the
founder and former CTO of Pentaho, to pioneer the concept of
the data lake in 2010.
Dixon imagined data lakes as a centralized repository.
Raw data could be stored in its native format, aggregated and
extracted into the data warehouse or data mart (a subset of
a data warehouse focused on a particular segment or line of
business) at query-time. This approach allowed users to perform
standard BI queries, or experiment with novel queries to uncover
brand new use cases for enterprise data. From there, queries
could be fed into downstream data warehouses or analytical
systems to drive insights. While Hadoop had the right ideas
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about bringing together data storage and analytics, it would soon
take a back seat to an even greater innovation. Amazon Web
Services (AWS) was gaining traction with its Amazon Simple
Storage Service (Amazon S3), which had launched in the same
year that Hadoop was released. Cloud object storage offerings
like Amazon S3 provided an even cheaper data storage platform,
while relieving the burden of administration, security, and
maintenance that came with running on-premises servers.
Cloud service providers, including AWS expanded their
capabilities and product offerings in the years that followed,
and enterprises began migrating on-premises data processing
capabilities (both data warehouses and Hadoop clusters) into
the cloud using solutions like Amazon Redshift and Google
BigQuery for faster and cheaper data processing.
Public cloud service providers have demonstrated that they can
provide the most cost-effective infrastructure for data lake storage,
with solutions like Amazon S3, Microsoft Azure Lake Data Store
(ADLS), and Google Cloud Storage (GCS).
DATA WAREHOUSE VS. DATA LAKE:
COMPARING TECHNOLOGIES
Today, enterprises use both data warehouses and data lakes.
Each approach has its defining characteristics.
As mentioned above, a data warehouse is a data management
system that provides business intelligence for structured
operational data, usually from a RDBMS. Data warehouses ingest
structured data with predefined schema, then connect that data to
downstream analytical tools that support BI initiatives.
Data warehouses follow a schema-on-write data model,
meaning that source data must fit into a predefined structure
(schema) before it can enter the warehouse. This is usually
accomplished through an ETL (extract-transform-load) process,
which usually involves a data engineer creating a pipeline to move
data from a source or multiple sources into the data warehouse.
The process can be complex and time-consuming, depending on
the nature of the query. The benefit to prepping data prior to ingest
means it is queryable right away. The analytics application and the
RDBMS are tightly coupled in the data warehouse’s schema-onwrite architecture.
In contrast, a data lake is a centralized data repository where
structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data from a
variety of sources can be stored in their raw formats. Unlike a
data warehouse, data lakes help eliminate data silos by acting as
a single landing zone for data from multiple sources. Data lakes
encourage a schema-on-read model where data is aggregated
or transformed at query-time (unlike data warehouses, where
transformations happen in the ETL process, before the data
enters the warehouse).
One of the key benefits of schema-on-read is that there’s no
ETL required to ingest the data into the lake (at least no more that
what is done with a log shipper). Bypassing the ETL process means
you can ingest large volumes of data into your data lake without
the time, cost, and complexity that usually accompanies ETL.

You do, however, have to prep the data for analysis after ingest.
And even though data lake solutions have increased in popularity,
they don’t inherently include analytic features. The analytics
application and the RDBMS are loosely coupled in the data lake’s
schema-on-read architecture. Compute resources are consumed
at query-time, where they’re more targeted and cost-effective,
but may not deliver the same high-speed performance as a data
warehouse. You’ll often find data lakes combined with other
cloud-based services and downstream software tools to deliver data
indexing, transformation, querying, and analytics functionality.
The pros? Data lakes make it easy and cost-effective to store large
volumes of data, even if the use-case for that data isn’t clearly defined.
With data lake solutions, analysts can query data in novel ways and
uncover new use cases for enterprise data. This drives innovation and
helps organizations adapt quickly to trends, predict future outcomes,
and more. As Dixon originally intended, data lakes can eliminate data
silos, improve scalability of data systems, and unlock innovation.
According to Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG), some of the
most common use cases for data lakes include:
• Big data processing (44% of organizations)
• Operational/log analytics (32%)
• Real time/streaming analytics (32%)
• Ad-hoc querying (28%)
• Dashboards/visualizations (27%).
The cons of a data lake? Without any organization, governance,
or integration with known ETL or analytics tools, the data lake can
become a “data swamp,” where data accumulates and stagnates
because users don’t know how to effectively access or use it to derive
insights. In addition, without the right tools in place, a data lake can
easily become costly and complex to manage (but more on that later).
OPTIMIZING YOUR DATA LAKE FOR ANALYTICS
As mentioned above, data lakes require additional downstream
tools to unlock analytical capabilities and create value out of all of
the data they contain. Many open source solutions like Elasticsearch
and Presto add cost and complexity to this process, forcing
organizations to shard data (or break up data into smaller, logical
chunks), which adds complexity and is often prone to failure.
With the right data compression and indexing technology
offered in a data lake platform, organizations can optimize
their data lakes for analytics and remove a lot of the complexity
associated with data movement and management. Ideally, analytics
technology for a data lake should help you optimize data for
analytic consumption. Here’s how:
1. De-silo your data: Effective analytics requires the ability to
de-silo your data. That means you should be able to ingest
any data from any source, then analyze it centrally. You should
be able to consistently move everything from sales records to
application logs to support tickets into an analytics platform.
Equally important is a simple data ingestion process. You
shouldn’t need to move your data across multiple cloud services
to get it into your analytics platform. In a perfect world, you
should be able to ingest it directly, regardless of the data source.
DBTA. COM/ BI GDATAQUART E R LY
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2. Optimize analytics costs: Related to the point above, the more
often you move and transform data in order to analyze it (see
the ETL pipelines described above), the more you’ll pay for data
analytics. Ideally, you should strive to keep ingestion, storage,
and analytics architectures simple. Simplicity means easier
management and reduced expenses.
3. Be structure agnostic: Data structures come in multiple forms.
Some data, like that found in a relational database, is highly
structured. Other data is semi-structured, meaning that it’s not
rigidly organized, but it may be tagged or categorized. And still
other data has no structure at all. A best-in-class analytics stack
should accommodate all three forms of data equally well. And
it should not require you to transform or restructure data in
order to analyze it.
4. Be use case agnostic: Analytics can support a range of use
cases, including business intelligence, software development,
software deployment and reliability management, machine
learning models, and more. An ideal analytics solution
should be able to operationalize every potential use case.
Even if you don’t need analytics for a particular workflow
today, avoid an analytics stack that can only work with some
kinds of data, or that can only deliver insights for certain
types of use cases.
5. Optimize data performance: Last but not least, be smart about
the way you move, transform, and analyze data. Conventional
approaches to data analytics essentially take concepts from the
‘70s and ‘80s and retrofit them to work in the cloud. They weren’t
purpose-built to take full advantage of the cloud, were designed
for a time when most data was structured, and simply can’t
support today’s data volume, variety, and velocity.
A modern, cloud-native data analytics approach should work
differently. It makes full use of compression, avoids unnecessary
sharding, and leverages high-performance cloud storage to ensure
rapid data movement, access, and analytics.
THEN CAME THE DATA LAKEHOUSE
The desire to optimize the data lake for analytics led to
the emergence of the “data lakehouse”—the concept of a
unified platform for data storage, management, and analytics.
Theoretically, data lakehouses combine the best features of
a data lake and a data warehouse, while addressing the pain
points of each of these solutions on its own. Data lakehouses
reflect a wider industry trend: The integration of storage and
analytics into a unified platform. Some data lakehouses make
use of intelligent metadata layers that categorize and classify
the data. These layers act as a middle-ground between the data
consumer and the unstructured data.
Data lakehouses claim to help enterprises maximize the
value of their data, while minimizing the time, cost, and
complexity associated with extracting that value.
Platforms like Databricks, Snowflake, and Azure
Synapse Analytics have all been associated with the data
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lakehouse concept. Each of these offer different capabilities,
but overwhelmingly show a collective tendency to act
more like a data warehouse than a true data lake.
To choose the right data platform that will grow with
your organization into the future, enterprises need to look
past trendy labels and marketing phrases. Investigate the
key capabilities, benefits, architecture, data integration,
and ecosystems surrounding each platform to determine
the best fit for your needs. Consider factors including total
cost of ownership, query performance, multi-API access
to diverse analytics, data governance functionality, and
the importance of a single source of truth vs. data silos.
DISTRIBUTED DATA MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHIES
From data mesh to data fabric, there are a variety of ways to
explain alternative approaches to cloud data management that
support querying data where it lives, rather than moving data into
a centralized repository like a data lake or data lakehouse. Let’s dive
into these terminologies which have seen increased buzz recently.
Data mesh and data fabric may sound somewhat similar, but
they’re not necessarily the same. The term “data fabric” was coined
by Forrester analyst Noel Yuhanna in the mid-2000s. Essentially,
the term defines a new design paradigm for connecting disparate
data tools using metadata, to empower self-service big data
projects. Data fabric solutions improve data access, discovery,
transformation, integration, security, governance, lineage, and
orchestration. As demonstrated by the diagram below, a “fabric”
may consist of a variety of solutions.
The term “data mesh” was coined by Thoughtworks’
Zhamak Dehghani, who defined it as “a shift in modern
distributed architecture that applies platform thinking to create
self-serve data infrastructure, treating data as the product.”
A data mesh supports the idea that there are distributed data
consumers, rather than a centralized data engineering team that
creates ETL pipelines for these data consumers on request. Each
of these data consumers is responsible for handling their own
domain-specific data pipelines.
According to Dehghani’s original paper on the topic, data
mesh key principles include:
 omain-oriented decentralized data ownership and
•D
architecture: The ecosystem creating and consuming data
can scale out as the number of sources of data, number of
use cases, and diversity of access models to the data increases;
simply increase the autonomous nodes on the mesh.
 ata as a product: Data users can easily discover, understand,
•D
and securely use high quality data with a delightful experience;
data that is distributed across many domains.
• S elf-serve data infrastructure as a platform: The
domain teams can create and consume data products
autonomously using the platform abstractions, hiding the
complexity of building, executing, and maintaining secure
and interoperable data products.
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• Federated computational governance: Data users can get
value from aggregation and correlation of independent
data products—the mesh is behaving as an ecosystem
following global interoperability standards; standards that
are baked computationally into the platform.
In a data mesh architecture, data can remain within
different databases, rather than being consolidated into a
single data lake or data lakehouse. According to Yuhanna,
the biggest difference between the data mesh and the data
fabric approach lies in how APIs are accessed.
“A data mesh is basically an API-driven [solution] for developers,
unlike [data] fabric,” Yuhanna said. “[Data fabric] is the opposite of
data mesh, where you’re writing code for the APIs to interface. On
the other hand, data fabric is low-code, no-code, which means that
the API integration is happening inside of the fabric without actually
leveraging it directly, as opposed to data mesh.”
According to Eckerson, the difference is more complex than
that. Data fabrics attempt to centralize and coordinate data
management. In contrast, data mesh focuses on decentralizing
data and maintaining data domain autonomy. The biggest
change with data mesh comes from managing data as a
product, instead of a collection of pipelines. Ideally, there needs
to be a standards organization, or contract if you will, that
exists within a data mesh architecture between data producers
and consumers to make data discoverable and configurable.
CAN A DATA LAKE COEXIST
WITH A DATA MESH ARCHITECTURE?
While both data lakes and data mesh architectures offer
different, modern approaches to data integration (and
ultimately, faster time to analytical insights), they aren’t
necessarily at odds. In fact, they may be complementary.
For example, some pundits claim that data lakes are becoming
obsolete. This argument is based on the idea that you have to move
data from one place to another within a data lake architecture in
order to query it. That’s not true, with the right tools in place. As
discussed in the history section, the original data lakes built on
Hadoop failed, creating “data swamps” that were hard to navigate.
Since then, there’s been tremendous innovation. New models allow
you to index multiple data types and make this data available and
accessible by streaming it. This approach removes the constraints
inherent to traditional data lake storage and infrastructure.
A modern data lake platform enables anyone to query the data
where it lives, without having to build and maintain complex ETL
pipelines. Modern data lakes are built on cloud object storage and
can be activated to support multi-dimensional and multi-model
analytics use cases such as full text search, relational queries,
and machine learning. Data lakes can even complement data
warehouses with an open philosophy, offering schema-on-read,
loosely coupled storage/compute, and flexible use cases that
combine to drive innovation by reducing the time, cost, and
complexity of data management.

Some data mesh supporters claim that data lakes are just one
of the endpoints within a mesh architecture. They’re also right!
The main argument is that data will always be distributed, and
data mesh architecture embraces that reality.
While many organizations store data in multiple silos,
querying data where it lives within a mesh architecture can
only be as fast as the slowest query. For organizations looking
for faster, more performant queries, it still makes sense to use a
data lake platform for analytics within data mesh architecture.
A MODERN DATA LAKE PLATFORM:
THE CHAOSSEARCH APPROACH
Many organizations already have the foundational cloud
infrastructure in place to double down on a data lake approach.
They may already be leveraging low-cost object storage, such
as Amazon S3. If that’s the case in your organization, look for a
platform that enables queries without data movement.
Others store their data across multiple databases, both
on-premises and in the cloud. One of those endpoints may be a
cloud data lake. In this case, a mesh architecture may be right for you.
Regardless of the approach you choose to use, flexible
solutions like ChaosSearch can coexist within a data mesh
architecture, or add critical analytics capabilities to a data lake.
This technology works by making it easier to virtually publish
logical data views to query within the data lake, without ETL
pipelines. The ChaosSearch approach democratizes access
to data, allowing anyone in the organization to ask as many
questions of their data as they want. Removing the need for a
data scientist or data engineer to serve as an intermediary speeds
up this process, and allows these already time-constrained team
members to focus on more strategic tasks.
In a reimagined data lake architecture, such as the one
shown in the image below, raw data is produced by applications
(either on-prem or in the cloud) and ingested into Amazon
S3 buckets with services like Amazon CloudWatch or a log
aggregator tool like Logstash. A self-service data lake platform
like ChaosSearch sits on top of a cloud-based data repository,
delivering key features that help organizations realize the full
value of their data.
Despite a lot of market confusion over terminology, most
teams want a unified platform for analytics. Users want the ability
to access and analyze data of all types from where it resides,
without complex data engineering or data modeling behind
the scenes. With ChaosSearch, organizations can work on new
approaches to democratize access to data, in many cases using
cloud storage assets they already have.
To learn more about ChaosSearch, watch our 2 minute
overview video (www.chaossearch.io/platform/why-chaos) or
view a full demo here (www.chaossearch.io/demo-webinar).
ChaosSearch
www.chaossearch.io
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